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Dear Minunette and Savannah,
Given the disturbing news in Dr. Caldwell’s report that Joseph’s health has deteriorated, after he got cold and wet recently, we
would like to take measures to ensure that facilities are available to keep him warm and dry. As Joseph has some vision issues
and difficulty moving around, we believe that all measures need to be taken to give him every chance of improvement.
It appears from some of your social media postings that Joseph is receiving treatment and has been provided some additional
protection from the weather. We would like to receive an update on Joseph’s treatments, his response to the treatments, and his
health generally. Since there is a particular concern with Joseph, we would like to send an ADI representative to Emoya to
observe and assist in the preparation of his food and his treatment, and to monitor his general health and demeanour, so we may
directly convey related information and assurances to the many donors who fund his care. We suggest that our representative stay
in Vaalwater, and come to Emoya each day for a week.
We are concerned that we only learned of various lions’ health issues, such as Joseph’s recent decline, via social media or direct
communications (invoices or reports) from Dr. Caldwell. We would like to be alerted to veterinary call outs, and for our ADI
representative to be present during veterinary visits and treatment. As you know, we have a duty to the lions and to the donors
who fund their care; this arrangement for an ADI representative attending and assisting in the lions’ care serves those duties by
allowing us to be updated, and to update donors, and to promptly enable any necessary changes to their plan of care.
Given the change in Joseph’s condition, we would like to propose that ADI install an open-fronted shelter in his enclosure, with a
wooden floor to provide better insulation and to give Joseph greater comfort and protection from draughts and damp conditions.
These requests are consistent with the original reporting and other provisions contemplated in the Agreement; please confirm
whether you agree.

All my best regards,

Christina Scaringe
christinascaringe@ad-international.org
General Counsel

Animal Defenders International
6100 Wilshire Boulevard, #1150
Los Angeles, CA 90048
Tel: (323) 935 2234
Direct: (850) 728 0598
Fax: (323) 935 9234
www.ad-international.org

Follow us on Twitter | Become an ADI Facebook fan | Subscribe to our updates | Watch our videos | Support
our work

Watch the Lion Ark movie trailer, and for more on a Lion Ark screening near you: Lion Ark Movie
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